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Abstract

This article focuses on the local tradition of Ahmadiyya in West Java in the form of Sundanese oral literature entitled Pupujian Imam Mahdi, the song of praise of the Mahdi. It is not only related to strengthening the so-called “Sundanese Ahmadiyya” identity through cultural acculturation, but also an important channel in their acceptances in regions with the largest adherents in Indonesia. Through literary and cultural identity analysis, I argue that the literary and cultural channels contributed to the acceptance of minority groups in Indonesia. Through pupujian Imam Mahdi, for instance, Ahmadiyya teachings on the messianistic figure were acculturated into the Sundanese literary tradition. It becomes a frame of movement towards the formation of the Sundanese Ahmadiyah identity. The pupujian is used to support their existences through the same cultural representation as other Sundanese people. It is a cultural strategy carried out by the most controversial minority group among the rejection of the most groups. This study is also important in revealing Ahmadiyya’s contribution to the Sundanese local culture which may not be recognized by others. It actually becomes a peculiarity of Ahmadiyya identity in the Indonesian archipelago which is different from other cultural representation of Ahmadiyya in various regions in the world.
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Introduction

The Ahmadiyya community is one of the most controversial among the minority groups in Islam. The Ahmadiyya community claims to have more than ten million followers in the world. Most Ahmadis live in Pakistan, but a very significant number are found in Indonesia and West African countries such as Nigeria, Ghana, Sierra Leone, and Gambia. Ahmadiyya became a powerful transnational movement since the beginning of the twentieth century (Burhani 2013, 30). There is great attention of scholars on the problem of Ahmadiyya in Indonesia that studied from various perspectives (As’ad 2009, 390-413; Breidlid 2013, 165-77; Burhani 2014a, 141-58; Noor 2015, 135-64; Hasyim 2017, 211-33). The Ahmadis who lived in Indonesia as a country with the largest Muslim population in the world are Sundanese people. They mostly lived in West Java. They are still perceived as one of the minority groups that are “deviant and misleading community” (Alfitri 2008, 1-27; Hicks 2014, 321-39; Burhani...
2014b, 133-52). They received a terrible attack, especially after three Ahmadis brutally killed in Cikeusik Banten on February 6, 2011 (Scherpen 2015, 103-31).

The element of Indonesian civil society, such as NU and Muhammadiyah, tend to be in a “dilemma” in order to respond to the persecution of Ahmadiyya. These two largest mass organizations in Indonesia, on the one hand, respect the existence of the Ahmadiyya, but on the other hand strengthen the stigma of Ahmadiyya heresy. They are unable to stop the attack on the Ahmadiyya community in various regions in Indonesia. It is a response that is not directly proportional than both NU and Muhammadiyah’s responses to the Christian minority groups. This is a choice of response that Menchik calls as a form of “tolerance without liberalism” (Menchik 2011, v).

However, although the Ahmadis were regarded as a deviant group by other Muslims, they could maintain their existences until now. Some scholars refer to a number of strategies carried out by the Ahmadiyya community, such as emotional, social, informal, ethics, and spirituality. They respond the sufferings and winning the hearts of their followers with following strategies: a fortitude based on faith and spirituality, more rationally understanding of the oppression, using ideological maneuvers, taking resistance actions, harmonizing identity and fulfilling everything needed (Connley 2016, 29-58; Burhani 2014c, 657-90; Soedirgo 2018, 191-207). Their strategies in managing social resilience face various external pressures to create a tolerant multi-religious community. It is a strategy considered as a capability in maintaining the Ahmadiyya position in Indonesian community (Pamungkas 2015, 251-78).

There is another strategy that has not been studied by scholars regarding the survival of Ahmadiyya and its acceptance in the Indonesian community. One of the important strategies is the channel of Sundanese literature. The Ahmadis use the traditional song of praise or pupujian (Javanese: syi’iran) to introduce the Mahdi and his teachings in West Java. This Ahmadiyya’s song of praise, for example, can be seen in the lyrics “Pupujian Imam Mahdi Atos Lungsur” (the song of praise on The Mahdi has come) which I found in the Ahmadiyya community in Tasikmalaya and Kuningan. I obtained the pupujian when interviewed one of the Ahmadiyya followers, Mr. B (pseudonym), in Manislor, Kuningan (Friday, 11/27/2015, 09:30 a.m.). I also confirmed the pupujian at several Ahmadiyya mosques in
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Singaparna, Tasikmalaya. *Pupujian* is Sundanese oral literature usually sung in mosques before the time of prayer (Rusyana 1971, 1). The song of praise on Imam Mahdi cannot be ignored in strengthening the ideological roots of Ahmadiyya in an area with the largest number of its followers in Indonesia (Sofianto 2014, 172).

The article is important to uncover the heritage of Sundanese literary and oral tradition that spread among the Ahmadiyya community. It may be considered less important by other Sundanese Muslims. This study may add another viewpoint of the Ahmadiyya which is no longer seen as the other who limited into the framework of orthodoxy and heterodoxy of Islam. The self-representation of the Ahmadiyya teachings reject the opinion of its heterodoxy (Lathan 2008, 388). I will show Ahmadis’ experience sharing their religious identities with non-Ahadmis which do not break away from the wealth of local culture. The Sundanese Ahmadiyya should add to the variety of categorization of contexts regarding the identity of Ahmadiyya movement contributing to peaceful and productive coexistence in Indonesia (Del Re 2014, 115-31).

In addition, in the context of Ahmadiyya studies, this study also provides another perspective on the study of cultural strategies among the minority groups in Indonesia. The term of the religious minority in Indonesia does not only refer to non-Muslim, but also the Ahmadiyya community. Even after the decline of New Order in 1998, the response of Islamic organizations in Indonesia towards the Ahmadiyya community generally tends to be worse than that of non-Muslim (Burhani 2014d, 287). Therefore, this study will highlight the response of the Ahmadiyya community as a minority group through the song of praise on the Mahdi or *pupujian Imam Mahdi*. The Ahmadis use this Sundanese culture strategy in order to maintain their existences as a minority group in the midst of hatred responses to them.

**Sundanese pupujian in West Java**

It has not been known when the Sundanese song of praise or *pupujian* spread in Sundanese society. Its emergence as an oral tradition at *pesantren* (traditional Islamic boarding schools) cannot be separated from the influence of Islam in the sixteenth century. There are similarities in the lyrics of *pupujian* in various places in West Java. It demonstrates the strong relationship between Islamic scholars or *kiais* and their students (*santris*)
who are connected with the network of pesantren in Indonesian archipelago or Nusantara (Rohmana 2015a, 175-202).

The santri generally will settle in the Sundanese communities after completing their studies at several pesantren. They become Islamic teachers or imam of the mosque as well as establish a new pesantren. Pesantren as a center for Islamic education prioritizes the religious teaching, the formation of Islamic character, and various skills of santri in order to be own master. Its position as a sub-culture can be seen from the role of pesantren in the dissemination of cultural element. One of these cultural elements is the work of religious literature that become teaching materials of kitab kuning at pesantren (Manshur 1999, 108). This religious literature plays a role in local cultural preservation, as well as developing resources of the pesantren community. The local culture at pesantren consists of oral and writing literary traditions, semi-ritual traditions, the art of self-defense (penca, pencak silat), and theatrical traditions including music and performances (Romli H.M. 2005, 151). The collective culture of pesantren is generally living in the Nahdlatul Ulama (NU) community, which usually easy to accept the influence of art culture, both from pre-Islamic and Arabic traditions through the development of popular arts and culture (Rasmussen 2010, 23).

The song of praise or pupujian is one of the Sundanese oral traditions that is usually sung at the mosque before the prayer. According to data from 1982, there were 32 thousand mosques in West Java (Syaqiq 2009, 3). The pupujian is often sung every day, especially when waiting for the prayer time at the mosque between adhān and iqāmah. Some pupujians are also often sung in the commemoration of Prophet Muhammad’s birthday (maulid), the wedding ceremony, or used to accompany the performance of pencak silat which is played with a musical instrument, such as terebangan and genjringan. The song of praise or pupujian is one of the elements that distinguishes secular Sundanese performance art that is based on regional folk songs with Islamic art that developed at pesantren (Patzold 2011, 172, 185-6). The pupujian as well as marhaba, rudat, kasidahan, tagoni, genjring terebang, Cigawiran, and others, are Islamic art tradition that enriches the heritage of literary and performing arts of Sundanese Islam in West Java (Rosidi 2011, 90; Nurjamin 2005, 158).

The pupujian as one of Sundanese literature forms is generally contains advice, prayer, education, and religious praise. There are usually
various kinds of pupujian which have similarities in West Java, such as pupujian nabi urang sadayana (song of praise of our prophet), éling umat, éling dulur kabéh (O ye ummah, please remember!, O ye brothers, please remember!), the children of adam, etc. These kind of praises are also often called as nadoman, because of the large number of stanzas like Arabic poetry or shi’r. The nadoman sometimes also uses Arabic metrical verses. The Javanese pesantren often calls the nadoman as syi’iran. The pupujian or nadoman practically can be a kind of religious entertainment, as well as conveying and caring for religious values in the form of singing that easily memorized.

Sundanese poetry and song of pupujian contain praise, prayer, advice, and education of Islam which can be sung. The pupujian is not only using Sundanese language but also Arabic (Rosidi 2011, 11). The rules of poetry in pupujian do not different like Arabic poetry that has an influence on ruba’i of Persia literature and Malay poetry (Ma’mun 2011, 147-59; Rohmana 2015b, 9). Following poetry of pupujian is an example of the comparison between Arabic and Sundanese poetry (Romli H.M. 2005, 152):

| Arabic shi’r | من ترك صلاة خمس # أن يكون متعمدا
|             | فجزؤه فجزؤه # جهنم خالدا فيها |
| Sundanese pupujian | Saha jalma tinggal kana solat, |
|                   | Lima waktu tur dihaja, |
|                   | Mangka dibales, mangka dibales, |
|                   | Dilanggengkeun di naraka jahanam. |
| English translation | Those who leave of prayer, |
|                     | for five times intentionally, |
|                     | he/she will be punished, |
|                     | perpetuated in hell. |

The influence of Arabic shi’r on the tradition of Sundanese pupujian cannot be separated from the Islamic knowledge tradition at pesantren in Indonesian archipelago. It is closely related to the kitab kuning tradition of pesantren which are mostly composed using Arabic poetry in the form of shi’r.
and *naẓam* in rhythmic poems, such as *Alfiyah*, *Fath Rabb al-Bariyyah* or popularly known as *Imrīṭ, Ḥall al-Maʿqūd min Naẓm al-Maqṣūd* or *Yaqūlū, Kifāyat al-Atqiyā' wa Minhāj al-Âṣfiya', Nūr al-Ẓalām, Lamiyat al-Afā'āl, Tuhfat al-Aḥbāb*, and others. *Kitab kuning* or Islamic books that learned at Javanese and Sundanese pesantrens are usually translated into Javanese, Sundanese or Madurese. The pattern of these translations written in the hang script of *pegon* (*logat gantung*). It is generally known as the book of *janggotan* or *gandul* (Heryani 2005, 174). K.H. Ahmad Makki, for instance, was known as one of the chief of pesantren who productively published Sundanese translation of *kitab kuning* in West Java. He has published about 70 titles of *kitab kunings* into the Sundanese *pegon* script through the publisher of Al-Salafiyah Sukabumi, some of the publications using the form of Arabic *naẓam* (Yahya 2009, 368, 374; 2008, 85). He follows the productivity of Ahmad Sanusi, a charismatic ‘ulama’ from pesantren of Gunungpuyuh Sukabumi who published many Islamic works in the period of the 1930s (Matin 2009, 147-64). The variety of *kitab kunings* of pesantren have long influenced the development of similar texts of *naẓam* in Sundanese, which became known as Sundanese *pupujian*.

The translation of Arabic *naẓam* at some pesantrens is also adapted into so-called as *nadoman* or Sundanese *pupujian*. Some ‘ulama’s published their Islamic works in the form of Sundanese *pupujian* written in *pégon* script. Ahmad Dimyati, a chief of pesantren Sukamiskin, for instance, adapted the book of *Sharaf al-Anâm*. Another Sundanese ‘ulama’ is Asep Saepudin, chief of pesantren Cilember, who translated *Naẓam Adhkiyâ’* into Sundanese language entitle *Sawarēh Barzanji* (Ma’mun 2009, 235-52). Some of the *pégon* literary works were also written and published with lithograph printing by the ‘ulama’ of pesantrens, such as *Shi’r al-Ḥisān fi Tafṣīl Mawlid Sayyid al-Ins wa al-Jānn* by Haji Muhammad Juwayni bin Haji ‘Abdurrahman (Jakarta: Shirkah Ali Rida, n.d.). The translations in the form of Sundanese *pupujian* are usually read and sung together in religious events such as *Muludan, Marhabaan, Salawatan*, and others.

Other Sundanese publications on *pupujian* was also written by Moh. Koerdi who has published a small book entitled *Pupujian* in 1929. Several *pupujians* also was written by Enas Mabarti which was published in Mangle magazine. Both works of Moh. Koerdi and Enas Mabarti, as well as other works of *pupujian*, are then republished by Ajip Rosidi (Rosidi 2011). However, the most valuable contribution in the publication of Sundanese
Pupujian is the inventory of Yus Rusyana on pupujian in several districts in West Java in 1970. The pupujian which sung and learned in the Sundanese community generally were documented in Rusyana’s work.

The song of praise or pupujian is generally following the rules of poetry in the form of the number of cantos (larik), the number of syllables, and the scheme of ending vowels in each stanza. The number of cantos usually consists of two, four, six to nine arrays in each stanza. Meanwhile, the number of syllables in each canto is multiple diverse. It usually consists of eight, ten, twelve to fourteen syllables. The scheme of ending vowels in each stanza generally uses the same ending vowel (a-a-a-a), although sometimes there are also two alternating different vowels (a-b-a-b, a-a-b-b) (Rusyana 1971, 14-6).

Following Sundanese pupujians usually sang at mosques in West Java (Rusyana 1971, 21, 27, 39):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sundanese pupujian</th>
<th>English translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elingéling dulur kabéh (8e)</td>
<td>Brothers, please remember!, do not disparage your prayer, it should be doing day and night, before you die. and so on...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibadah ulah campoleh (8e)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beurang peuting ulah weléh (8e)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisina kaburu paéh (8e)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dst...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English translation</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O ye the children of Adam, you roam in the world, your life is very short.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O ye the children of Adam, your age is lessen lessened every day and night. and so on...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O ye ummah, please remember! the Muslims and muslim women, let us perform the prayer together, “išā’/maghrib/ṣubh,”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 2 |
| Sundanese pupujian | English translation |

Anak Adam anjeun di dunya ngumbara (12a) | O ye the children of Adam, you roam in the world, your life is very short. |
Hirup anjeun di dunya téh moal lila (12a) |

Anak adum anujeun téh ngurangan (12a) | O ye the children of Adam, your age is lessen lessened every day and night. and so on... |
Saban poé saban peuting dicontangan (12a) |

dst... |

Elingéling umat (6a) | O ye ummah, please remember! the Muslims and muslim women, let us perform the prayer together, “išā’/maghrib/ṣubh,” |
Muslimin muslimat (6a) |
Hayu urang solat (6a) |
Berjamaah “išā’/maghrib/ṣubh” (6i/a/u) |
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The *pupujian* contains Islamic advice and teachings. It is not Sundanese poetry with personal expression in the form of sadness, worry, concern, yearning, and others. It is different with the metrical verse of Sundanese *dangding* or *guguritan*. The *dangding* works of Haji Hasan Mustapa (1852-1930), for instance, dominated by personal expression in the form of sufistic experiences that reflect his yearning in pursuing the self-authenticity, from spiritual searching to achievement (Rohmana 2013, 325-75). Likewise, the *dangding* works of Wiranatakoesoema in the form of translation of the Quran (Rohmana 2015c, 439-467). Therefore, I agree with Rusyana who quotes Edmund Burke calling Sundanese *pupujian* as religious art, not spiritual art or art of spiritual concern (Rusyana 1971, 8).

Therefore, the *pupujian* is a Sundanese song that specifically teaches Islamic matters arranged in the form of poetry. It generally spreads long after the religion of Islam influenced the Sundanese people in West Java. The spread of *pupujian* cannot be separated from the role of mosques and *pesantrens*. The *pupujian* is an oral tradition spread verbally in Sundanese community and then memorized by *santris*. Therefore, there are many *pupujians* relatively similar in various *pesantrens* and mosques in Sunda regions. This illustrates the existence of religious networks among the *santris* and mosques at Sundanese *pesantrens* in the area now known as West Java.

There is an influence of Arabic language in the Sundanese *pupujian*. It is not only the Arabic vocabulary but also its structure of the sentence. In addition, the authors of *pupujian* mostly are not expert in Sundanese language. It can be seen, for instance, in Sundanese word that is often used repeatedly by the authors in their *pupujians*. Many Sundanese words are actually not appropriate to use, because there are many Sundanese vocabularies which are more precise. This weakness of Sundanese *pupujian* is understandable because most the author studied at *pesantren* where Sundanese language is only used as an oral communication to understand the *kitab kuning*. There are not many Sundanese *pesantrens* that have...
libraries where served collections of Sundanese books (Rosidi 2011, 89-90). Sundanese language as a medium for literary and cultural activities does not become a discourse that lives at Sundanese pesantren. Therefore, it can be said that the ‘ulama’ of pesantren does not participate in Sundanese cultural preservations (Rosidi 2009, 71-2). This also may not be separated from the role of the Dutch colonial who deliberately distanced the pesantren community from the activities of Sundanese culture. It then was taken over by ménak or local elite community (Yahya 2003, 279-81). However, it cannot be denied that pesantren have a major contribution in reviving Sundanese language as a medium of their religious activities.

The pupujian then also developed among the Ahmadiyya community. This Sundanese literature of pesantren also acculturated with the Ahmadiyya teachings. Sundanese people who had already known the pupujian at mosques got their religious aesthetic channel when they entered the Ahmadiyya community learning the Ahmadiyya’s pupujian. Likewise, according to the author of Ahmadiyya’s pupujian, there was an effort to harmonize the teachings of the Ahmadiyya with the richness of Sundanese culture and literature. The compilation of Ahmadiyya’s pupujian, as will be explained, is carried out by Sundanese cultural experts from the Ahmadiyya community as an important channel for the cultivation of Ahmadiyya teachings for its majority members who are Sundanese people.

The Mahdi in Ahmadiyya

Ahmadiyya was founded in 1889. The founder of the Ahmadiyya movement was Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (1836-1908). He was born in Qadian, India on February 13, 1835. He then died in Lahore on May 26, 1908. He was descendant of Persian. His grandfather Mirza Hadi Beg fled from Samarkand to India during the ruler of Babar in the sixteenth century. The founding time of the Ahmadiyya movement was based on the time when the followers of Ahmadiyya take an oath to Ghulam Ahmad for the first time. The place of an oath was not in Qadian, but in Ludhiana, India on March 23, 1889. One of the followers who takes the oath is Hakeem Nuruddin, a close friend of Ghulam Ahmad who later became the first successor or caliph.

There are other names associated with the Ahmadiyya movement pejoratively, such as the Mirzaiyyah referring to the first name of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, and the Qadianiyyah which refers to the place where the
movement was founded. The use of the Qadian name is based on the distinction of the name with the other Ahmadiyya branch, the Ahmadiyya Lahore. Ahmadiyya Qadian, as a religious organization, uses the name of Ahmadiyya Muslim Jama’at (AMJ) or Ahmadiyya Muslim Community, while the Ahmadiyya Lahore uses the name of Ahmadiyya Anjuman Ish’at Islam Lahore (AAIIL) (Lathan 2008, 377). In Indonesia, Ahmadiyya Qadian uses the official name of the Jemaat Ahmadiyah Indonesia (JAI) or Indonesian Ahmadiyya Community, while the Ahmadiyya Lahore uses the name of the Gerakan Ahmadiyah Indonesia (GAI) or Indonesian Ahmadiyya Movement.

The clash and cleavage between Ahmadiyya Qadian and Lahore began after the death of Ghulam Ahmad in 1908. Hakeem Nuruddin was elected as the first Caliph who succeeded Ghulam Ahmad. Although there is no cleavage during Hakeem Nuruddin’s period, there was an initial conflict in the Ahmadiyya movement. The conflict within the Ahmadiyya community occurred at its height after the death of Nuruddin or precisely during the second Caliph election in 1914. The conflict at the beginning of the clash among the Ahmadiyya community was very hard. The Ahmadiyya Lahore gradually became close to Sunni Islam and declared itself a da’wah organization. Meanwhile, Ahmadiyya Qadian creates a distinctive belief that is very different from the Lahore and majority of Muslims. These two Ahmadiyya groups have different teaching perspectives, especially in the prophecies of Ghulam Ahmad, the system of the caliphate, the election of the caliphate and the way to spread the teachings of Ahmadiyya (Wilar 2015, 165-80). This study will focus on the teaching of Ahmadiyya Qadian or JAI on the Mahdi that spread in Sundanese Ahmadiyya community in West Java.

There are controversial issues in the doctrines of Ahmadiyya different from the majority of Muslim beliefs. Some issues were deliberately created by the enemies of Ahmadiyya to blame them, such as their beliefs that Ahmadiyyah has own distinctive Islamic creed or shahâdah, the Qadian as hajj place, and tadhkirah as their own holy book. These accusations are mostly not based on facts, but only myths. The Ahmadiyya community has some different teachings that they generally admit themselves. One of their teachings is the doctrine of the Mahdi.

The doctrine of the Mahdi or Mahdiism generally cannot be separated from the Ahmadiyya beliefs on a better life tomorrow. It is related to the existence of a promising hope for its adherents and followers. They
believe that there are promises and hopes that will bring peace in facing difficult situations. The suffering of life when cannot get a hope will lead to desperation. It needs a solution facing a situation that can bring optimism to lead a future life.

Mahdiism or messianism is part of the hope that the religious movement offers to their followers. Mahdiism has long been a part of the tradition of Islamic movements characterized by different patterns. The various difficulties of Muslims have become one of the determinant factors of the Mahdiism. The European invasion of the Islamic world, for instance, was one of the historical periods that marked the emerging of Mahdi movement in the Muslim world, such as the anti-colonialism of Mahdi movement in West Africa and Sudan. The concept of Mahdi is one of the Muslims response to their defeats against the European nations. The Muslims believe that the Islamic decline is proof of the truth of Islamic teachings about the signs of the end of the world. One of these signs is the appearance of the Mahdi (Nasr 1987, 81).

Mahdiism is not only developed among Sunnis community. This concept also developed in the Shi’i community for a long time. According to Rahman, this kind of messianic belief is not genuine in Islam. It could be influenced by Christian mainly into the Shi’a (Rahman 1997, 191-2). Both Sunnis and Shi’as have a similar belief for about the existence of the Mahdi. They are waiting for the emergence of charismatic figures who declare themselves as al-Mahdî or his representatives who are directly related to God and show a divine intervention into history.

In addition to Sunnis and Shi’as communities, the doctrine of the Mahdi has an important position in the teachings of the Ahmadiyya. The Ahmadiyya community as an Islamic school of thought and movement centered in India emphasizes ideological and eschatological aspects of Mahdiism based on the belief that al-Mahdî is a peace-maker for all differences of humankind (Azra 2005, x). The teaching of the Mahdi almost has the sameness to both Ahmadiyya Qadian and Lahore, but it has differences with the concept of the Mahdi among Sunnis.

The concept of the Mahdi in Ahmadiyya is closely related to the coming of Jesus before the Day of Judgment. Both the Mahdi and Jesus are believed to be the same person. His job is to fight the Antichrist and destroy the cross. He was sent by God without bringing new teachings at all and only continued the teachings of Muhammad (Zulkarnain 2005, 83-4). This viewpoint is different from the beliefs of Muslims majority. All Muslims in
the world, both Sunnî and Shi’a, generally agree that Jesus, the son of Mary or the Messiah, will come again. The Sunnîs argued that ‘Isâ al-Masîh, who will come in the last times was Jesus, the son of Mary. He had been sent to the Children of Israel. ‘Isâ al-Masîh is now considered alive in the heavens. He will go down to the world on the last times with the help of the Mahdi. ‘Isâ al-Masîh and the Mahdi are different persons. Both of them will fight against the Dajjal and non-Muslims until they convert to Islam. Islam then will achieve its glory again. According to the Ahmadiyya, both the Mahdi and the Messiah are believed to be in Mirza Ghulam Ahmad’s self with the title al-masîh al-maw’ud (al-Masih who was promised).

This Ahmadiyya belief on the Mahdi in several regions in West Java were then spread in the form of Sundanese oral literature of song of praise or *pupujian*. This Sundanese oral literature that initially appears at pesantren has acculturated with the teachings of the Ahmadiyya. The Sundanese people who had already known the *pupujian* at mosques got their religious aesthetic channel when they followed the Ahmadiyya teachings and were taught the song of praise of the Ahmadiyya.

**Sundanese Ahmadiyya’s Pupujian of the Mahdi**

With the above statement, Sundanese literature in the form of *pupujian* was originally part of the Islamic teaching that sung at mosques before the prayer (Rusyana 1971, 1). It was then used as a medium of Islamic learning at Ahmadiyya’s mosques and schools, especially on the figure of the founders of the Ahmadiyya movement, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad. The Ahmadiyya community compiled the lyrics of their own song of praise or *pupujian* which contained the teachings of the Ahmadiyya. I found the Ahmadiyya’s *pupujian* was sung by some Ahmadiyya communities in West Java, such as Singaparna Tasikmalaya, Garut, and Manislor Kuningan. This *pupujian* as a Sundanese oral literary tradition before the prayer was used in the teaching of Ahmadiyya. Therefore, both the teachings on the Mahdi and Mirza Ghulam Ahmad were then no longer considered different and merely on the surface, but acculturated deeply and merged into the life of the Sundanese Ahmadis.

Following *pupujian* is one of the popular of *pupujians* in the Sundanese Ahmadiyya community entitle *Pupujian Imam Mahdi Atos Lungsur* (the song of praise on The Mahdi has come). I found the Ahmadiyya’s *pupujian* after interview one of the Ahmadiyya followers, Mr.
B, in Manislor Kuningan (Friday, 11/27/2015, at 09:30). The *pupujian* also posted on the walls of the Ahmadiyya mosque in Singaparna. Following *pupujian* can be found among the Ahmadiyya community in Singaparna Tasikmalaya, Garut and Manislor Kuningan with several versions:

**Table 3**

Ahmadiyya’s *Pupujian*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imam Mahdi Atos Lungsur</th>
<th>The Mahdi has come</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Héy dulur-dulur sadaya</td>
<td>O ye all brothers,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poma ulah rék sulaya</td>
<td>do not broke faith,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imam Mahdi atos aya</td>
<td>the Mahdi has come,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tos lungsur ka alam dunya</td>
<td>He has come to the world.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Jenenganna nu ka masyhur | His name has well-known, |
| Turnan para luluhur      | He is the descendant of ancestors, |
| Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad| Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad |
| Neraskeun Nabi Muhammad  | He is a successor of Prophet Muhammad. |

| Nya anjeunna nu neraskeun/nyebarkeun Islam teras disebarkeun/ditablighkeun | He who goes on/spreading Islam then spread/preach in order to spread to the world carry out with devotion |
| Sangkan nyiar/disebarkeun ka sadunya | |
| Dipilampah enya-enya | |

| Sanajan dipikangéwa | Despite being hated displeased, disliked making slander and block finally, they embarrassed themselves |
| Mikaceuceub mikacua |
| Nyieuin fitnah ngahalangan |
| Ahirna éra sorangan |

| Sanajan di Dajjal-dajjal | Although it is called the Antichrist, but Allah is Great, He never disobeyed from His promise, favor of His messengers. (this stanza was not found in *pupujian* of Ahmadiyya Manislor) |
| Tapi Allah sifat Jalal |
| Tara jalir ti janggi-Na |
| Ngunggulkeun para rasul-Na |

<p>| Anggur mah héy dulur-dulur | It is more better, brother, |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jajang A Rohmana</th>
<th>217</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Ulah waka langsung saur | do not judge first, |
| Mendingan/sumangga urang diajar | let’s learn first, |
| Sangkan hirup/urang pada jembar | in order to live/our lifes in broad minded. |

| Hayu urang pada ngabdi | Let’s all serve, |
| Nuturkeun ka Imam Mahdi | following the Mahdi, |
| Lebet kana Ahmadiyah | following Ahmadiyya, |
| Malar karidhoan Allah | hoping for the pleasure of God. |
| (this stanza was not found in *pupujian* of Ahmadiyya Manislor) |

| Ieu abdi sadayana | Here we are, |
| Miwah réréncanganana | with friends, |
| Nyebarkeun sakapendakna | spread that gained, |
| Malar aya mangpaatna | it may be beneficial. |
| (this stanza was not found in *pupujian* of Ahmadiyya Singaparna) |

I interviewed Mr. R in Pataruman Garut (Tuesday, 08/16/2016 at 11.00). He said that *Pupujian* of “the Mahdi has come” was compiled by his grandfather, Sadkar, an Ahmadiyya activist as well as a Sundanese cultural observer who has been chief of Dinas Kebudayaan Garut or Garut culture-service. The lyrics of the Ahmadiyya’s *pupujian* contain an overview of the arrival of the Mahdi.

There are at least five messages contained in the above Ahmadiyya’s *pupujian*: First, the information that the Mahdi has come to the world. According to Ahmadiyya followers, the Mahdi, who has been waiting for a long time by Muslims has come. His name has also well-known, namely Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (1836-1908).

Second, the Mahdi is a descendant of the Sundanese ancestors. The above Ahmadiyya’s *pupujian* also explained that Ghulam Ahmad or the Mahdi is not a stranger. He is basically still a descendant of the Sundanese ancestors. The author of *pupujian* seems to be greatly influenced by what is called as *uga* (oracle) among the Ahmadis. They believe that the awaited of Mahdi is in accordance with the Sundanese ancestors’ oracle for a long time. *Uga* or *cacandran* is an oral tradition in the form of traditional oracles from the ancestors on the arrival of an important change concerning the
problem of the state or village (Panitia Kamus 1980, 80, 547; Warnaen et al. 1987, 7-9). Uga can meet the Sundanese mystical hopes on a wind of change behind the crisis due to economic pressures and political turmoil with messianic beliefs on the coming of the Mahdi in the Ahmadiyya community. Therefore, the Mahdi is not considered as a stranger. He was essentially still a “descendant” of the Sundanese ancestors because his coming had been predicted by their ancestors. The meaning of the descendants here is not in the sense of the Sundanese cognition, but the successor of Sundanese ancestors teaching which has long been predicted.

Third, the Mahdi simply continued the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad. In addition to the Mahdi who considered as a Sundanese descendant and continues the teachings of their ancestors, he also basically continues the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad. There is an attempt of Sundanese Ahmadiyya to bring together the teachings of the Sundanese ancestors with the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad through the medium of the Mahdi or Ghulam Ahmad. It is a compromise of the Ahmadiyya community in order their teachings can be received well. Instead of being regarded as an outsider teaching, the Ahmadiyya teachings were regarded as the Sundanese ancestral teachings which were inherited from generation to generation. It also becomes a good strategy to bring together both the teachings of the Sundanese ancestors and the Prophet Muhammad. The religious message conveyed in the form pupujian became an important part of the tradition of the Sundanese Ahmadiyya.

Fourth, the Ahmadiyya community responds to those who do not like their teachings. They provide answers to some rejections and hatred for them. The author of pupujian aware that since a long time the arrival of the Ahmadiyya to Indonesia, especially to West Java, has always been rejected by Muslims majority. It is a hatred that received not only at this time. The pupujian indirectly recorded the historical experience of the Ahmadiyya community for a long time ago. They were hated and slandered. However, according to the author, those who hate the Ahmadiyya will eventually be ashamed of themselves. The pupujian described that rather than hate and slander, it is better to learn the Ahmadiyya teachings first. It is an attitude of the Ahmadiyya that even though it has been hated for a long time, they survived until this time. Although they were regarded as deviant and their civil rights were not appreciated by the Indonesia government, the Ahmadiyya were still able to maintain the continuation of their existences until now. The presence of Ahmadiyya is a representation of the history of
Islam and Indonesian nationalism which tends to be constant, between contestation and agreement with the minority groups. It is a situation that arises where there are contradictions in treating religious categories and describing the paradoxical character of Indonesian nationalism (Bottomley 2015, 1).

Fifth, the *pupujian* also contains an invitation to follow the Ahmadiyya. This poem and song of praise are closed with a message in the form of an invitation or an appeal to follow the Mahdi and enter into the Ahmadiyya community in order to gain the pleasure of Allah.

Therefore, the Sundanese *pupujian* or song of praise on the Mahdi clearly illustrates narratives of the Ahmadis regarding their positions in Sundanese society. It showed the identity of the Sundanese Ahmadiyya who not only dared to inform about the arrival of the Mahdi, but also showed that his arrival came from the descendants of their own ancestors of Sundanese people. The *pupujian* as a daily song of Ahmadiyya children and youths (*ghudam*) at the Ahmadiyya mosque is no longer merely teaching, but also a cultural means to strengthen their ideological identities as an Ahmadiyya as well as a Sundanese.

In the context of Sundanese literature, the *pupujian* of the Mahdi is structurally no different from other Sundanese *pupujian*. The Ahmadiyya’s *pupujian* uses a *kwartet* pattern in each stanza consisting of four cantos, eight syllables with the same scheme of ending vowels in each stanza (*murwakanti*).

The song of praise or *pupujian* is generally following the rules of poetry in the form of the number of cantos (*larik*), the number of syllables, and the scheme of ending vowels in each stanza. The number of cantos usually consists of two, four, six to nine arrays in each stanza.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cantos</th>
<th>Syllables</th>
<th>ending vowels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>a-a-a-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>a-a-b-b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the context of Sundanese literature, the *pupujian* of the Mahdi is structurally no different from other Sundanese *pupujian*. The Ahmadiyya’s *pupujian* uses a *kwartet* pattern in each stanza consisting of four cantos, eight syllables with the same scheme of ending vowels in each stanza (*murwakanti*).

The song of praise or *pupujian* is generally following the rules of poetry in the form of the number of cantos (*larik*), the number of syllables, and the scheme of ending vowels in each stanza. The number of cantos usually consists of two, four, six to nine arrays in each stanza.
The Ahmadiyya’s *pupujian* of the Mahdi consists of four cantos. It is similar to Arabic *shīr*. Each stanza consists of four cantos. Its some scheme of ending vowels in each stanza are not the same. There are two types of ending vowels in all of these stanzas. First, all the vowels are finally the same (a-a-a-a); Second, some stanzas using two types of ending vowels (a-a-b-b) (Rusyana 1971, 14-6). The first type appears in the first and last or eighth stanza. The author of *pupujian* uses the same ending vowels as seen in the words *saday(a), sulay(a), atos ay(a), alam duny(a)* (first stanza) and *sadayan(a), rerencangann(a), sakapendakn(a), and mangpaatn(a)* (eight stanza). Meanwhile, the second type appears in the second to seventh stanzas. There is two types of patterns are used for the four cantos. The first pattern on the first and second cantos in the form (a-a) and the second pattern on the third and fourth cantos in the form (b-b). The second stanza, for instance, uses the word *masyh(u)r* and *luluh(u)r* in the first cantos and *Ahm(a)d* and *Muhamm(a)d* in the third and fourth cantos. Both the first ending vowel type that uses the pattern (a-a-a-a) and the ending vowel type that uses two patterns (a-a-b-b) used consistently by the author with all the same eight syllables.

In addition, the Ahmadiyya’s *pupujian* sometimes has the different ending vowels of cantos in the pronunciation, even though the ending vowels are the same. The seventh stanza, for instance, the author uses the word *lebet kana Ahmadiyya(a)h* with (a) in pronunciation that different with the *malar karidoan All(a)h* that pronunciation with (o). The author does not try to find the other Sundanese words that are in accordance with the pronunciation of the word “*Ahmadiyy(a)h*” with the ending vowel (a), but use the word “*All(a)h*” which its ending vowel pronunciation with (o).

The *pupujian* of the Mahdi basically has the same rules as other types of *pupujian* which contain teaching or religious advice. One of the differences is the message which contains teachings about the Mahdi in Ahmadiyya teachings. Therefore, the author when composing the *pupujian* knew the Ahmadiyya teachings well. They just adjust the message into the rules of *pupujian*.

**Why did the Ahmadiyya followers write the *Pupujian* of the Mahdi?**

The above explanation demonstrated that *pupujian* learned and sung among Sundanese Ahmadiyya followers. The *pupujian* is an important instrument in teaching the doctrine of the Mahdi for their followers who
are Sundanese people. Therefore, this section will explore the driving factors for the use of Sundanese oral literature in the form of *pupujian* based on psychological and sociological perspectives. This explanation is important to highlight the position of the *pupujian* in a broader context, especially related to the existence of the Ahmadiyya community in Indonesia.

The majority of Ahmadiyya followers in Indonesia are Sundanese people. Therefore, Sundanese Ahmadiyya followers are internally very familiar with the tradition of *pupujian* that is inherited from generation to generation. In addition, the Ahmadiyya followers who generally live in the countryside and use Sundanese language as their mother language, so that oral traditions of *pupujian* are still to be alive and developing in Ahmadiyya mosques. The tradition of *pupujian* as part of a cultural tradition is easily maintained by them.

In addition to the internal factors of Sundanese culture that lived in the Ahmadiyya community, the integration of the teaching of the Mahdi into Sundanese oral literature is also important in the context of psychological viewpoint. This related to the reason why did the followers of the millenarianism movement of Ahmadis lost their confidence in facing the situation. They finally believe in the promises of glorified social change by expecting the coming of the Mahdi. Some scholars use the notion of relative deprivation as an important factor in the emergence of the movement. It also relates to the tension caused by the gap between their ideas and the reality of collective satisfaction. The community who economically and politically marginalized is not easily drawn to leave their sufferings. Living in a shortage is clear and measurable. It is something that considered as relative and uncertain for the imagination and experience of the others. This is what drives the community to make efforts to change their lives (Lindstrom 2002, 562).

The Sundanese Ahmadis who are generally lived in the countryside of Sunda regions are in a situation of suffering and misfortune. This is not only relating to the economic pressure, the opposition of the Muslims majority, and the incompatibility of political promises of the government in maintaining religious freedom (Beck 2005, 210-46; Suryana 2017, 71-104; Ropi 2010, 281-320; Rahman 2014, 408-22). However, culturally Sundanese people feel the loss of guardian of Sundanese culture for a long time. There was a kind of wishful thinking for a life in which the glory days of the Sundanese had been achieved during the time of Prabu Siliwangi, a
Sundanese greatest king. Since the defeat of the Sundanese empire in the sixteenth century, Sundanese people have lost their guardian traditions (Ekadjati 2009, 84, 116). There is a formation of personality that is connected with the glory of Sundanese people in the future. There are wishes and hopes of Sundanese people in the past to emerge a Sundanese leader who was able to bring their people into glory. The hopes of the wind of change into Sundanese glory reflected in Ahmadiyya’s pupujian of the Mahdi.

Therefore, the pupujian of the Mahdi in the Sundanese Ahmadiyya has an important position both psychologically and politically. The Ahmadiyya’s waiting of arrival of the Mahdi who will eliminate the difficulties of life patiently is part of religious piety. It is a continuous rejection of the various difficulties that felt by the Sundanese people. The situation that is expected will happen after the arrival of Imam Mahdi is not much different from the glory of the Sundanese people under the Sundanese kingdom of Prabu Siliwangi. Meanwhile, the belief in the coming of the Mahdi can encourage Ahmadiyya followers to strive towards a life that is aspired in the future.

Ahmadiyya’s belief in the Mahdi individually can provide psychological comfort for Ahmadiyya followers. It will provide internal strength to be ready to face various difficulties and give hope for a better future. Finally, the belief in the existence of the Mahdi will give an idea of the purpose of life that can lead Ahmadiyya followers to remain faithful in their paths. In addition, their beliefs in the Mahdi collectively can be considered as a force that helps their social lives. Al-Mahdi is believed to be constantly present in the lives of Ahmadis. Their beliefs in al-Mahdi became the basis for a collective consciousness that contributes to social solidarity among Ahmadiyya followers. The social solidarity of Ahmadis is generally realized during social and political crises. It was present at the time of the crisis, especially when the crisis cannot be overcome so that there was uncertainty in facing the future (Maryam 2012, 230).

There are some reasons why their hopes for the messianism arose. Ahmadiyya followers feel frustration after failed in their goal attainments. The reaction that arises from the Ahmadis is a social-political change that leads to the resistance. The messianism belief that promises victory with divine assistance becomes a contextual answer in such a situation.

Other scholars use a sociological perspective to read the millenarianism movement of the Sundanese Ahmadiyya. The movement
seeks the similarity of understanding in the community and the dynamics of life among their followers, as well as in a wider social context that influences in achieving their goals. The pupujian of the Mahdi sociologically becomes the social adhesive of Ahmadiyya followers to fight for their goals together.

In addition, the millenarianism movement of Sundanese Ahmadiyya sociologically also shows the failure of the control mechanism by the authorities and the Muslims majority. They usually release the political actions that challenge the prevailing social rules. These various controls unfold from the physical pressure to soft daily actions. The milenarianism movement of Sundanese Ahmadiyya has the best chance in organizing, expanding and even destabilizing the rules when the prevailing policy mechanism failed (Lindstrom 2002, 562).

It is not only internal factors, but the use of pupujian of the Mahdi in Sundanese Ahmadiyya externally is also related to the teachings of the Caliph or hudhur. He ordered the Ahmadiyya followers to disseminate the teachings of the Ahmadiyya all over the world in many languages. According to the followers of the Sundanese Ahmadiyya, it is a necessity to use Sundanese language and culture as a means of disseminating the Ahmadiyya teachings. The use of pupujian also cannot be separated from the cultural negotiations of the Ahmadis facing the Muslims majority. The Ahmadis try to prove that the teachings of the Ahmadiyya have a conformity value with Sundanese culture, although they are considered by other Muslims to bring new teaching and deviate from Islam.

The Pupujian of the Mahdi and Sundanese Ahmadiyya Identity

Sundanese Ahmadiyya’s pupujian of the Mahdi, anthropologically cannot be separated from the acculturation of culture in Sundanese society. It is a social process that arises when Sundanese people face external teaching on the Mahdi. The teaching was accepted gradually into the Sundanese culture. The Sundanese people did what Cak Nur called “reciprocal acculturation” between Sundanese culture in the form of pupujian and Ahmadiyya teachings on Mahdiism (Madjid 1995, 550). The Ahmadiyya teachings are gradually accepted into the Sundanese tradition in the form of pupujian. The coming of Ahmadiyya change the Sundanese society and transfer the social forms into a better situation. However, the coming of the Ahmadiyya, at the same time, was not regarded as a
reduction the Sundanese tradition from its past. It can also help preserve whatever is considered good from the past and can be maintained within the framework of Ahmadiyya teachings.

In the actual context, the pupujian of the Mahdi cannot be separated from what is called as an effort to acculturate the identity and accommodate the Ahmadi resistance against various forms of oppression (Connley 2016, 49). The marginalization of the Ahmadiyya community is a relational connection rather than an essential one because the agency is a specific person and context. In addition to the voices of the Ahmadiyya resistance efforts towards the government and other Muslim groups, there are also the Ahmadiyya agencies who are trying secretly to look for situations and issues that lead to a situation of harmony among various parties as a strategy to manage their controversial identities. Their efforts to harmonize identity through the pupujian become a strategy of problem-solving taken by Ahmadis to live peacefully and stay connected with other Sundanese Muslims. The Ahmadiyya followers encourage the harmony between Sundanese culture and the teachings of Ahmadiyya as part of efforts to maintain connectivity with the others and share their identities as fellow Sundanese. The Ahmadiyya community seemed to avoid the possible negative reactions of other Sundanese people through the efforts to share their identities.

Sundanese Ahmadiyya then makes some efforts to modify their teachings in order to realize harmony and avoid various rejections. Their teachings on the Mahdi as if hidden behind the form of accommodation towards Sundanese tradition of the pupujian. Sundanese Ahmadiyya like other Sundanese people demonstrates a pious Islam in respecting the local values. Therefore, the strategy of hidden identities of the Mahdi teaching behind the pupujian can be part of the defense strategy of Ahmadiyya to share their identities with other Sundanese Muslims. It seemed to limit the attitude of their followers when interacting with non-Ahmadis, although basically, it did not show any change in their feelings as Ahmadis.

This can be considered as part of the strategy in order to prevent various threats in a community that still dominated by Sundanese traditions. Ahmadiyya followers, especially from the older generation, maintain their beliefs on the Mahdi through traditional channels such as the pupujian in relation to non-Ahmadis facing various challenges. This is an important effort to share an understanding of their religious identity which is inseparable from the locality of Sundanese traditions. The
Ahmadiyya community tries to encourage harmony among the Sundanese people, both Ahmadis, and non-Ahmadis. They make serious effort to achieve their goals apart from various oppressions. They do not make an effort to isolate themselves from other Muslim communities but instead demonstrate the openness as part of a strategy to share both Sundanese and Islamic identity in accordance with the nature of the culture in which they live.

The millenarianism movement as reflected in the Sundanese Ahmadiyya’s pupujian of the Mahdi is a manifestation of the community and its strong structure. The community is not bounded by the boundary of the region and on the contrary laying on egalitarian and unstructured bonds. This community potentially emerge the symbols and metaphors. They will produce art and religion than law and political structure. The followers of the millenarian movement often reduce their identities to the same level of status outside the leader. They wear similar clothes accompanied by full obedience to the leader and his commands which are considered sacred (Bowie 2001, 170-2).

Conclusion

This study focuses on the pupujian or song of praise of the Mahdi in the tradition of Sundanese Ahmadiyya in West Java. Pupujian generally has an important position in the traditions of Sundanese people. It is not only used as a means of Islamic teaching but also one of the traditions at pesantren which still lives in Sundanese society. Therefore, its role cannot be ignored in strengthening the cultural identity of Sundanese Islam in West Java.

Pupujian was then adapted and acculturated by Ahmadiyya followers into the teachings of Ahmadiyya. The Ahmadiyya community uses the pupujian as part of a cultural strategy in disseminating the Ahmadiyya teachings and maintaining their existences. The teachings of the Ahmadiyya are easily accepted by Sundanese people, because of the internal element of Ahmadiyya teachings as well as the pupujian as one of the channels of Sundanese culture. Therefore, Sundanese people can accept the Ahmadiyya teachings without losing their religious aesthetic. The pupujian of Imam Mahdi atos lungsur (the Mahdi has come), for instance, is one of the popular pupujians in the tradition of Sundanese Ahmadiyya.
The *pupujian* of the Mahdi has an important role in the adaptation and acculturation of Ahmadiyya teachings in Sundanese society. The *pupujian* is then used as a frame of the Ahmadiyya movement in maintaining their existences and cultural identities as a Sundanese. They continuously produce and reconstruct their identities into a system of sign and symbol or representing themselves against the others. It is an identity that built through a representation of the same as well as a different culture.

The significance of this study is exposing the Sundanese local cultural strategy used by the Ahmadiyya minority. The *pupujian* of the Mahdi is part of a cultural strategy that faces various accusations of deviation from Muslims majority. It has become the peculiarity of the identity of Ahmadiyya in the Indonesian archipelago which tends to be unique and different from other forms of Ahmadiyya culture in different regions. It is an important contribution of the Sundanese Ahmadiyya to the Sundanese local culture.
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